
 

 Summer Smilers - Special Offers from Steven Scott and BPPO 

Steven Scott, aka The Stamp Centre, located on The Strand, is offering a great 
deal on Business Customised Stamp Sheets. There are c. 28 Business sheets to 
choose from at prices starting at £19.95, reducing to £17.50 if you buy them all. 
For new collectors this presents a great opportunity to pick up some great 
Business sheets at knock-down prices. Take a look at this page Business 
Customised Sheets - Special Offer. 

Also spotted by a keen-eyed contributor is a great cricketing themed cover 
sporting a smilers stamp/label signed by the great Sir Richard Hadley. Looks like 
a Big Bang Themed Smilers sheet has been used for the cover production. 

 

Continuing the cricketing theme is a collection of covers from the folks at 
Bletchley Park. Five covers are planned this summer featuring various cricketing 
events at Lords and elsewhere and, if ordered together, will be supplied with the 
same limited edition number. Only 100 sets of these covers have been produced. 
The following image features an artist's impression of the covers, which may vary 
from those illustrated. The covers are available individually or as a collection from 
Bletchley Park Post Office (28/06). 
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 Two new Themed Sheets available from Rushstamps 

Two new Themed Smilers sheets have been released by Rushstamps. The 
Grand Canyon (TS-299) and Machu Picchu (TS-300) sheets are from limited 
printing of 40 sheets each and look very attractive. The quality of the overprinting 
on the themed sheets from this source is the best we have seen and in our 
opinion works of art in their own right (28/06). 

   

 What a Toot! Two more Train Thematic Stamp Sheets from Benham  

Benham Covers have released details of two further Business Customised Stamp 
sheets continuing their Train-Themed stamp sheet issues, for release early July 
we understand to coincide with the previously announced Mallard speed 
anniversary. The speed with which these Train Smilers sheets are appearing 
from Benham is also quite remarkable and will no doubt require to be marked by 
a special Smilers sheet in due course! That said, another great pair of sheets 
from the Benham Engine sheds. (28/06). 
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 250th Anniversary of the Death of Lord Nelson  

Buckingham Covers have produced another wonderful Business Customised 
Stamp sheet, mirroring the theme of Themed Smilers sheet (TS-278) which 
appeared earlier this year. The sheet celebrates the 250th Anniversary of the 
Death of Lord Horatio Nelson - a popular thematic subject and another attractive 
stamp sheet from the Buckingham stable. The sheet will appear in September we 
are told. 

 

Also announced, but as yet not illustrated, is a Business Customised Stamp 
Sheet and souvenir cover planned for 2009. Buckingham Covers will be 
producing a Business Customised Stamp Sheet in association with the National 
Railway Museum, the first in a proposed series, featuring the Flying Scotsman. 
More details as these become available. (28/06) 

 Bowled over by another Cricketing Themed Smilers sheet from BPPO  

Hot on the heels of their Cricketing World Cup Smilers sheet, Bletchley Park Post 
Office has released another cricketing themed Smilers sheet, to coincide with the 
start of the Test Match season at Lords. The sheet combines previously seen 
cricketing images from BPPO (a MCC logo and Lords Cricket Ground Weather 
Vane) set against a background of a Glorious England customised 
sheet. Souvenir covers bearing these Smilers stamps and labels will also be 
available from BPPO. 
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You may also be interested in the story behind the recently issued Chitty Chitty Bang 
Bang Themed Smilers sheet from BPPO, TS-294 (the Business Customised version 
has now been issued by BPPO).   

I can confirm that the supplied sheet (Sending My Love) does not match the 
previously released artwork of the advertised sheet (Just Wanted To Say), both are 
illustrated below. Apparently this was due to a mix up on the part of Royal Mail who 
supplied the LOVE smilers sheets in error. BPPO are in dialogue with Royal Mail to 
see what can be done to obtain the correctly ordered sheets but as the sheets only 
arrived hours before a cover event at Lords they were forced to use the Love 
Smilers instead of the Hello Smilers. Whilst making no promises, you should keep 
your eyes open for a special offer on the Hello Smilers sheet, maybe!  (28/06) 

 

TS-294 - Advertised Design    

 

   TS-294 - Supplied Sheet  

 Two more Business Sheets announced from Adrian Bradbury with four 
more planned? 

Adrian Bradbury (www.bfdc.co.uk) has announced two new Business 
Customised Sheets in his History of Britain Series. Sheet No. 21 in the series 
celebrates the Dambusters at War. This would appear to be the fifth  
Dambusters themed Smilers sheet to be announced this year and follows two 
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from Buckingham Covers and two from The Westminster Collection, with at least 
five other RAF related sheets in this the 90th Anniversary year of the RAF.  

       

Adrian Bradbury has also published details on his website of a new Olympics 
Anniversaries themed Business Customised Sheet - Sheet No. 26 in the 
History of Britain Series - The 100th Anniversary of the 1908 Olympics and 60th 
Anniversary of the 1948 Olympics, both held in London. Adrian explains that 
whilst final approval of this sheet is awaited Sheet No. 26 was a late addition to 
his 2008 History of Britain series of Business Customised sheets so it looks like 
we can look forward to at least four more sheets from Adrian this year - Sheets 
22, 23, 24 and 25.  (18/06).  

 25th Anniversary of India's Cricketing World Cup Victory (1983-2008)   

Bletchley Park Post Office have released details of a new Themed Smilers sheet, 
to coincide with a special event to be held at Lord's Cricket Ground on 25th June 
2008, to celebrate the 25th Anniversary of India's Cricketing World Cup Victory in 
1983. The 1983 team will be at Lord's for a special event and each will be 
presented with a cover bearing a stamp and label from this Smiler cancelled on 
the day.  BPPO will have a number of covers signed by them for sale. They 
expect a big demand for this from Indian cricket fans around the world. A TV crew 
is flying in especially from Mumbai to film the presentation as are the Indian 
press. Early ordering is recommended for this sheet - the BPPO Pataudi Smiler 
sold out in days after release (17/06). 
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 Jubilee Issues of Queen Victoria - New BCS Sheet from Westminster   

Westminster Collection has announced details of a new Business Customised 
Stamp sheet featuring the 1887 Jubilee Issues of Queen Victoria. This attractive 
sheet is issued by coin cover producer Westminster Collection who specialises in 
"Limited Edition" coin and cover collections. With the announcement of this sheet 
come details of a new GB collection which buyers of this sheet will qualify for with 
an opt-out option if they wish. With a reported issue of 19,500 unnumbered 
sheets, this sheet should not be difficult to find. The stamp sheet labels and 
theme bear a resemblance to the Rushstamps sheet "Hobby of Kings" sheet 
(BCS-019) issued in 2004, illustrated here for comparison (17/06). 

    

 Latest generic sheet from Royal Mail   

Royal Mail has released details of its Air Displays generic stamp sheet to be 
issued on 17th July 2008. The sheet comprises 20 x 1st class Red Arrows 
stamps + labels with archive images taken at air displays over the past 100 
years, including Samuel F Cody, the Bristol Bulldog, the Cierva autogyro, English 
Electric Lightning, Sikorsky R-4, Airbus A380, Eurofighter Typhoon, and 
Supermarine Spitfire Columns 1-3 include double-size pictorial labels (label 
details courtesy of Ian Billing). No personalised version of this sheet will be 
available. (04/06). 
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 50th Anniversary of NASA  

Rushstamps, have provided details of a new themed smilers sheet celebrating 
the 50th Anniversary of the US National Aeronautics and Space Administration 
(NASA). The smilers sheet features 20  x Big Bang smilers stamps with a label 
design depicting an original watercolour "Near and Far" by Rex Trayhorne, 
R.M.S.. The issue is limited to 100 sheets and is available from Rushstamps now 
priced £45.00 (04/06). 

  

 Buckingham announce A1 Pacific and QE2 Final Voyages sheets 

Well we didn't have to wait long (see Sneak Preview ... below)!  Buckingham has 
released details of two new Business Customised stamp sheets.  The A1 
Pacifics sheet revealed below is due out in September and the QE2 Final 
Voyages sheet should be with us some time in August according to a recent 
news update from Buckingham covers. Further details of these sheets can be 
found on this webpage Buckingham Covers Sheets Club News page (03/06). 
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 Sneak preview of the A1 Pacifics Smilers from Buckingham 

Spotted on the Buckingham website and displayed, apparently in error, on the 
Dambusters Smilers sheet webpage is a sneak preview of the previously 
announced A1-Pacifics Business Customised sheet from Buckingham Covers. 
The A1 Pacifics were a class of steam engines built at the end of World War 
One.  This may be work in progress and subject to change but the sheet looks 
very interesting and worth tracking for further news from the Buckingham 
website. Also announced, but as yet not illustrated, is a sheet entitled QE2 The 
Final Voyages. (31/05). Update: Image at web site has now been corrected (03/06)  

 

 Going to the Cricket, with a smile 

Bletchley Park Post Office is certainly keeping busy this year on the Smilers front. 
Just announced is a new Business Customised sheet with a cricketing theme 
entitled Going to the Cricket.  BPPO advise the following .... 

"To coincide with its new exhibition at its Lord’s Cricket Ground museum the 
MCC is releasing its first ever sheet of customised postage stamps. Produced in 
association with Bletchley Park Post Office the design spans 300 years of English 
cricket fan culture. 

10 stamps each depict a different period in the history of cricket against a 
backdrop of key elements from the exhibition. They will be released at Lord’s for 
the England v South Africa Test on 10th July. Only 200 sheets will be released at 
an issue price of £50.  
 
The “Going to the Cricket” exhibition looks at the spectator’s view of cricket. From 
the 18th century - scorer notching runs on a stick, through the stately glamour of 
the Edwardian period, the lively and musical enthusiasm arrival of West Indian 
fans in the 60’s to the chants and clamour of today’s “Barmy Army”. It provides a 
fascinating insight into the social changes of “Going to the Cricket”. 
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In addition to the new Smilers sheet a series of limited edition match day covers 
is planned for major matches at Lord’s. Using original art from the MCC collection 
these special envelopes will each carry a unique stamp and postmark.  They can 
be viewed and ordered from the MCC section of the web gallery at 
www.bletchleycovers.com (31/05).  

 Chitty Chitty Bang Bang Secrets Weekend Themed Smilers 

Bletchley Park Post Office are releasing an additional Themed Smilers sheet on 
the weekend of 31 May/1 June to coincide with their Secrets Weekend promotion 
at Bletchley Park. Due to a delay in the production of the business customised Chitty Chitty 
Bang Bang sheets (announced earlier) Bletchley Park are planning an additional themed  Smiler 
sheet for the event that takes place on June 1st. The stamps will be used for children to send 
special Chitty Chitty Bang Bang secrets but we understand 50 whole sheets have been reserved 
for their regular smilers collectors. (28/05). 
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 Elm Park Fiesta '08 - Themed Smilers Sheet  

The folks behind the Elm Park themed Smilers Sheets (Elm Park Shopping 
Precinct Association) have supplied details their latest creation which is due for 
issue on 7th June 2008. Issued to coincide with this year’s Elm Park Fiesta 
celebrations, the theme is based on a London bus. The label design features the 
ubiquitous red Bus with the words Elm Park Fiesta on the side. We are not sure 
whether the sheet image we have been supplied is a preliminary one or the final 
thing but we noted that the image had been "cut off" at the bottom which is a 
shame. We have enquired regarding quantities and until we hear back we are 
holding back from listing this sheet. 

    

 New "Limited Edition" Business Customised Sheet due from Buckingham 
Covers  

Buckingham Covers have announced a new product line in Smilers, the Platinum 
Edition. This is an "exceptionally low print run". Buckingham have announced the 
first in a series of limited edition sheets, celebrating the 65th anniversary of 617 
Squadron - the Dambusters. We understand 617 sheets have been printed and 
will be made available first to members of their Stamp Sheet club. We have no 
issue date other than "later this summer". (25/05) 
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 Four new Business Customised Sheets from Benham 

2008 is proving to be a bumper year for Business Customised Sheets with no 
fewer than 30 sheets issued or announced so far this year. By comparison last 
year saw a total of 25 sheets issued during the whole of 2007. In addition we 
have seen five new sheets from the Isle of Man Post Office.  

As part of the 30/35 sheets we have identified, Benham have announced four 
new sheets this month - the first three continue the commemoration of the RAF's 
90th anniversary and feature aircraft from the 1918-1939 era, the World War 2 
years and the post war era. Each sheet is stated to be from a limited printing of 
1918 sheets however the actual number of sheets may be less. 

The fourth sheet announced by Benham celebrates the 70th anniversary of 
breaking the world speed record for a steam engine on 3rd July 1938 - The 
Mallard. The three RAF sheets are available now, either individually or as a set of 
three from Benham Covers. (25/05). 

    

    

 1908 Olympics Commemorative Stamp Sheet - Final Artwork  

Royal Mail have released details of the final artwork and packaging for their 
forthcoming 1908 Olympic centenary sheet which has a revised issue date of 
24th July 2008. We think these sheets are great and will have a broad appeal 
amongst Smilers and GB collectors generally. We can only see these sheets 
having a positive impact and promote further interest in this specialist area of GB 
stamp collecting. (25/05) 
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 Gloryious England Sheet - Update  

Apparently the Gloryious England Sheet we produced last March has attracted 
the interet of the STAMP MAGAZINE. In a June 2008 Inglorious England Spoof 
Sheet article they imply that we deliberately set out to "take the micky" out of 
Royal Mail's Isle of White error sheet. Not true. 

That was never our intent and if this is how it has been interpreted then the folks 
behind this web-site would like to issue a public apology to Royal Mail for any 
embarrassment caused. It was intended as a bit of April 1st fun - we invited our 
readers to contribute their ideas for a new "Glorious England Error sheet ... a 
celebration of all that is English from a dyslexic's point of view" and we thought 
this might put a SMILE on the faces of our readers!  We were both surprised and 
pleased, when Royal Mail printed the ten selected labels and we painstakingly 
produced 20 sheets which were apparently well received by our readers. Two 
were given away as competition prizes and the remainder have been sold at a 
little over cost. 

Recently Adrian Bradbury wrote to us complaining that we had caused 
embarrassment to Royal Mail, here is the text of an e-mail from him. 

"Regarding your spoof sheet.  My own opinion of this is that it is in very bad 
taste.  In addition, to transpose the stamps as you have, can only add to the 
confusion that exists already with the different types of these sheets.  It amazes 
me that people would wish to buy one, let alone Royal Mail printing them. You 
have probably seen the write up in this month’s Stamp Magazine (Editor: I hadn't 
until Adrian brought this to my attention) – there is no mention of the fact that ten 
different sheets have been produced to create the one shown. Furthermore, this 
was born out of a simple typo error – agreed, it should have been spotted.  It is 
easy to see how it happened.  The previous label shows the White Horse at 
Uffington.  I expect the designer did a ‘copy and paste’ of White Horse; inserted it 
into the text box for the next image and didn’t spot it was the wrong spelling for 
‘Wight’. It is the sort of error that anyone could make.  The captions you have 
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used on your spoof sheet could never be considered as typo errors. What you 
have done is to resurrect an embarrassing and costly mistake which happened a 
year ago and poke fun at Royal Mail. I would be quite happy for you to reproduce 
this email in full on your website."  

As we have indicated we never set out to confuse, embarrass or poke fun at 
Royal Mail. We believe the STAMP MAGAZINE article was not truly 
representative of the story behind this sheet and this may lead to the confusion 
Adrian refers to. We do however respect Adrian's views and, in accordance with 
his wishes, have reproduced his e-mail in full.  

For the record it was never our intention to confuse or embarrass anyone and we 
regret any misunderstandings that may have been caused by the STAMP 
MAGAZINE article. By way of balance, Adrian's is not the only opinion we have 
received regarding this sheet. Here's a message we received from David R.  

"Can you reserve a copy of the spoof Smilers for me! Thank you it’s brilliant! 
Sincerely David R." (25/05)  

 Themed Smilers Listing - an update 

Included in the published "Smilers" catalogue is a list of what we have termed 
"Themed Smilers Sheets". This was substantially revised after publication 
following the identification of a number of sheets originally omitted from the 
published listing and made available via this web-site and we continue to update 
it on a monthly basis.  

During 2007 we introduced a "minimum issue quantity" to qualify for a place in 
that list in an attempt to exclude the "unique" and "rare" printings that were hardly 
collectible and in our view were having a negative impact on the hobby. This year 
we raised that minimum threashold from 10 sheets to 25 sheets again in an 
attempt to ensure that listed sheets could be obtained by genuine collectors at 
reasonable prices.  

It was however never our intention to exclude the limited printing sheets which 
will continue to have a limited demand from some collectors who desire a 
"complete" collection. The effect of all of the foregoing has been (unintentionally) 
to obscure from public view some of the Themed Smilers sheets that have 
appeared over the past year or so.  In response to a number of requests from 
such collectors to make these sheets more visible we have produced an 
illustrated listing (in adobe acrobat format) of what we are calling our Limited 
Availability Smilers list.  Please feel free to contact us and suggest other sheets 
which we may of missed in its compilation. To differntiate these Limited avialibility 
Smilers sheets from the original Themed Smilers sheet list we have given these 
sheets a different reference code (TSL). (17/05)     

 New Early Themed Smilers Sheet identified 

We were recently contacted and advised of a rather early themed smilers sheet 
that was issued in March 2005 for consideration as a potential addition to our 
listing of themed customised sheets.  Phillip Howard (no relation) contacted me 
and advised of a hitherto unknown sheet commissioned in 2005 to celebrate the 
centenary of the Britannia Royal Naval College which opened in 1905, there was 



an open day for the public, Grand Regatta Ball for 800 people, Proms in the park 
on two nights for 3000 people and assorted minor functions such as hosting of 
US Navy Rugby team from Annapolis. Phillip advises that c. 50 sheets were 
produced featuring a customised label of Britannia with the added wording 1905-
2005. We have been able to obtain a scan of the sheet serial number 38461/Rule 
Britannia)and illustrate this below. (we have allocated a Smilers Catalogue 
reference of TS-010a pending a further re-numbering should further early sheets 
come to light).   

 

Of the 50 sheets: 

 The Commodore / Commander had five sheets (for postage use - not 
collections).  

 Phillip had ten sheets - (1 of which was professionally mounted in his office).  
 Three other sheets were given to other Managers at the College.  
 Fifteen sheets were used for mail purposes (some used single copies are 

available) 
 Some seventeen sheets were sold to the public through the College Shop 

We understand Phillip is willing to accept sensible offers for the surplus sheets in 
his collection and may be contacted via his work contact numbers, Tel: +44 
(0)1803832647, Email: philip.howard@sodexo.com. (02/05) 

 Red White and Blue sheet becomes a "Limited" Edition 

As revealed in the Philatelic Bulletin, we understand that stocks of the Red, White 
and Blue customised stamp sheet with the "plc" descriptor have been exhausted 
at Tallants House and a new printing featuring the Royal Mail strap-line "(C) 
Royal Mail Group Limited" is now available. We intend to make this variety 
available to collectors through our customised "Ridgewood" sheets section in due 
course. (02/05) 
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 Red Arrows sheet from Adrian "Brad" Bradbury 

Adrian Bradbury has unveiled his latest Business Customised Sheet in the 
History of Britain Series which commemorates the 90th Anniversary of the RAF, 
and features the ubiquitous Red Arrows. It will be available from  July (probably 
17th) and 1500 sheets will be printed, some of which will be broken up for 
covers.  

 

As indicated, Brad is also offering a pair of limited edition covers (50) featuring 
the stamps and labels from this sheet postmarked with a special one-day hand-
stamp dated 17 July and issued to coincide with Royal Mail's Air Shows issues. 
These low-volume smilers covers are often overlooked by smilers collectors and 
quickly sell out. Early ordering is recommended. (02/05) 

 150th Business Customised Stamp sheet announced!  

It is just 14 months since we published the first edition of the Smilers Catalogue 
which we hope has enhanced your knowledge of this specialist area of GB stamp 
collecting and hopefully given you many hours of pleasure. One of the primary 
areas of Smiler sheet collecting to have emerged is the collection of a Royal Mail 
product called the Business Customised Stamp sheet. Since publication of our 
catalogue we have seen an explosion of interest within the Business Customised 
Stamp Sheet sector. We have also seen new market entrants clone the product - 
five Isle Of Man stamp sheets issued this year and the latest Royal Mail product - 
the Commemorative Stamp Sheet.  
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When we published at the end of February 2007 we had identified and listed 
about 100 BCS sheets, issued over a period of about 4 years. These are 
illustrated and described in the catalogue. We have recorded and listed on this 
web site a further 50 sheets, since that date. The latest sheets announced push 
to total to 150 BCS sheets. 

The following sheets are scheduled to be issued during July 2008. 

 Bletchley Park Post Office have announced a new BCS sheet commissioned 
by the Marylebone Cricket Club (MCC) for the 2008 cricket season and we 
understand it id proposed to uses these smilers stamps and labels in 
connection with their forthcoming 2008 cricket covers series of (BC-149). 

 Buckingham covers have announced a further new BCS sheet, Concorde - 
Queen of the Skies, apparently marking the 5th anniversary of the last flight 
of the Concorde, a rather contrived anniversary in our opinion, but no doubt it 
will be well received by Concorde cover and smiler collectors alike 

The artwork for both sheets is liable to change and we will update you as we hear 
(29/04). 

          

 Nostrovia, Dosvadania  

Some of you will know that I will shortly be leaving these shores to take up a new 
(day-time) job in Moscow. My other (night-time) job of keeping one eye on the 
smilers world and the other on updating this website will continue unabated! You 
will, hopefully, notice no difference, but then until I actually get to Moscow and 
figure out how to connect to broadband etc., etc., I cannot be sure that this site 
will continue without interruptions. If there is a slight "breakdown in transmission" 
you will hopefully be forgiving, and be assured, I will be doing everything I can to 
restore normal service as soon as possible. (23/04) 

 Paddington Bear Smilers sheet from Buckingham Covers  

Buckingham Covers have released information relating to a forthcoming 
business customised stamp sheet celebrating the 50th Anniversary of 
Paddington Bear. A limited printing of 500 sheets, the sheet is due out in June 
we understand, to coincide with a new Paddington Bear publication. 
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Whilst we think the design is bright and cheerful and should appeal to a broad 
range of collectors, we can't help feeling that an opportunity has been missed to 
ring the changes in the choice of smilers stamp for this sheet. Perhaps "Teddy" 
(DS04), "Best Wishes" (DS07),  "Celebrations" (DS10) or even the "Paddington 
Bear" stamp (SM29) would have made a better connection with the theme of the 
proposed sheet. (23/04) 

 

 A second Isle of Man "Smilers" from AG Bradbury   

Isle of Man Post, in association with AG Bradbury, have produced a fifth 
customised stamp sheet this year, this time featuring various Bank Notes issued 
by Manx Banks. A limited printing of 500 sheets, the sheet is due out early May, 
we understand. (23/04) 
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 New Themed Customised Smilers sheet from Bletchley Park Post Office  

Bletchley Park Post Office have announced details of a cricketing-themed 
smilers sheet, due for issue on the 19th May 2008, in time for the 2008 MCC 
cover series. Featuring the famous Old Father Time weather-vane at Lords 
cricket ground the sheets and associated covers will no doubt appeal to 
cricketing enthusiasts and thematic collectors alike. It is unclear whether this 
sheet will replace the previously announced Business Customised Smilers sheets 
featuring the MCC, due mid-May. More when we know more... (23/4) 

 

 More Elliptical Perf. Varieties - Bradbury Butterfly Smilers     

Further to the earlier article on the existence of potentially new elliptical 
perforation varieties on the Business Customised Smilers Sheets (Westminster's 
British Army Smilers sheets - more surprises! - 14/04) we can now report that the AG 
Bradbury Butterflies sheet, issued earlier this month, sports a brand new GB 
variety in the shape of the sunflower smilers stamps, printed by Cartor, in Litho 
with elliptical side perforations. It seems that Cartor may have intentionally 
switched to this format effective c. March 2008, so we could see more of these 
formats appear in the future. With at least eight other self-adhesive small-format 
smilers definitive's yet to appear in this format, let's hope the business 
customised smilers producers help create further new GB varieties! (16/04)    

 Spring BASPEX 08    

Basildon Philatelic Society celebrate their 40th anniversary this year and to mark 
that event have produced a souvenir, themed customised smilers sheet, event 
cover and presentation pack which they will be offering for sale at their spring 
meeting on 26th April 2008, to be held at the James Hornsby High School, 
Leinster Road, Laindon, Basildon, Essex SS15 5NX Open 10am - 4pm Free 
Admission & Free Car Park. Full details of these new smilers products will follow 
but for now, here is a glimpse of the artists impressions for the souvenir cover 
and presentation pack.  For those that take the STAMP MAGAZINE, you will 
have noted the reference to the rising value of the first APBS/BASPEX 
presentation pack which has seen prices on eBay of c. £150.  
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Readers might be interested to learn that they can order these souvenirs directly 
from the organisers by downloading the BASPEX 08 mail-order form. (16/04) 

 Updated Chitty Chitty Bang Bang artwork form BPPO    

Spotted by a sharp-eyed contributor - updated artwork for the proposed Bletchley 
Park Post Office Chitty Chitty Bang Bang sheet - a sort of cross between Wintons 
Fishery and Brooklands Centenary! Watch out for elliptical perforations on this 
sheet. 

It would be preferable if sheet designers did not release details of their proposed 
sheet design into the public domain until approved by Royal Mail and or "at the 
printers" but the truth is that many of them do to attract early sales. We are 
building up a small collection of images representing sheet designs that never 
made it and we are thinking of adding a feature page at some future date where 
these can receive special recognition – a sort of an unhappy Smilers Gallery! :-< 
(14/04) 

 

 Westminster's British Army Smilers sheets - more surprises!    

Further to our article (below) on the apparent abandonment of the Westminster 
Collection British Army Uniforms sheet, as predicted yesterday I received two 
Landscape sheets from the Westminster Collection apparently in fulfilment of my 
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order for two Portrait style sheets. What I couldn't understand is why Westminster 
would supply sheets they have previously supplied and expect me to be happy! 
Well surprise, I am happy!!  

The sheets recently supplied are not the original sheets re-supplied but a brand 
new re-print with distinguishing factors that will make this a new collectible 
variety. Most obvious difference is the change of the Royal Mail strap-line from 
Royal Mail Group plc 2005 to Royal Mail Group Ltd 2005. The other change I 
have found (there may be more so keep looking) is the change to elliptical 
perforations, the first time I believe on a Landscape 20v sheet.  

 

However, this is not the first time elliptical perforations have appeared on smilers 
sheets. They have previously appeared on the circular smilers sheets issued in 
January and recently on Business Customised Sheets - Royal Lifeboat Institute 
and Wintons Fishery. There may be more but these are two that I am aware of. 
Please let me know of any new "finds".  

As to the existence of the A4 portrait sheets there is now some doubt since a 
correspondent received an e-mail reply from Westminster, in response to a 
complaint that these were not the sheets ordered, offering to supply the correct 
A4 portrait sheets. We will just have to wait and see. (14/04)  

 Two new Themed sheets from Rushstamps   

Two new customised smilers sheets have been released by Rushstamps. Both 
feature the Glorious Wales customised smilers sheet with British Stamps on the 
labels. The first features the Festival of Britain 2s 6d hi-value which appeared in 
1951 and the second the 1s 3d Coronation stamp from 1953. No additional 
overprinting has been added to the borders of these sheets. Our experience of 
overprinting this particular sheet is that due to a high gloss surface, overprinting 
on this issue is difficult.  This, coupled with the existing attractive background, 
may explain the absence of any overprinting. Both are from limited printings of 50 
sheets. (10/4) 
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 Westminster cancel A4 Portrait style British Army Smilers sheet!   

Did you order your A4 portrait History of the British Army stamp sheet from 
Westminster Collection when it appeared at their web site in January under stock 
code 8289? I did and I have been eagerly anticipating its arrival ever since.  

 

As it has been over three months since I ordered mine I rang their hotline and 
was told that the sheets would be despatched shortly and that they would be 
debiting my card as usual. I also contacted Harry Allan by e-mail and received a 
rather different story which I share with you as I am sure this will be of general 
interest to fellow smilers collectors. 

"...apparently there will be no 10v sheet printed? The designs came out but have 
since been left in favour of the 20v?" 

When I queried further this was the explanation I was given. 

"We did advertise the 10v army sheet in a press ad and compared it to a 
similtaneous (sic) ad selling the 20v. We ordered stock of the 20v sheet and also 
shipped it to customers who bourght (sic) the 10v, at the same price. Therefore, 
stock under 8289 is actually the 20v sheet. Please advise your client that we 
were unable to order the 10v, but the 20v is available and features all the same 
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stamps (plus more!), and will be offered at the same price of £9.99 if an orders 
been placed." 

Apart from the odd spelling mistake (is this a reoccurring theme amongst the 
smilers community?) I was surprised on a number of counts. Surprised .... 

a)  that Westminster sold an item that did not exist and was subsequently 
cancelled 

b)  that Westminster had not written to customers and advised them of this 
change. 

c)  at the apparent conflict in information being provided. 

d)  that Westminster have (apparently) supplied the 20v sheet to customers who 
had ordered the 10v sheet. 

If, like me, you had previously obtained the 20v sheet and were looking forward 
to adding the 10v sheet to your collection you may want to write to Westminster 
and enquire the status of your order and consider whether you want to add 
another 20v sheet in lieu of the ordered 10v sheet. 

Personally I am unimpressed by all of the above and if you share this sentiment 
you should let Westminster know how you feel. (10/04) 

 Two Business Customised Sheets from Westminster   

Things certainly seem to be busy on the Customised Stamp sheet scene this 
year with two further sheets announced by the Westminster Collection,  this on 
the back of the 90th Anniversary of the RAF sheet, unveiled last month (see Q1-
08 report), two new Business Customised Stamp Sheets have been spotted on 
the Westminster Collection website, both currently on sale at £19.99 each. 

Continuing the topical theme of the History of the Monarchy is a sheet of 10 
stamps/labels (presumed to be self adhesive) which covers 1000 years of history 
in 10 stamp/label combinations, something of a record in itself!  
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The History of the RAF theme is continued with a new Business Customised 
Stamp Sheet commemorating the 65th Anniversary of the Dam Busters raid in 
1943. This sheet is expected to be issued in May to coincide with the 
anniversary of the daring RAF raid on 16/17 May. (10/4) 

Keep Smiling!   


